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Introduction

At the beginning of the 20th century, CTR Wilson showed 
in his "cloud chamber" the first tracks of cosmic rays 
visualized by water droplets along their trajectories. 
The idea that it could be how clouds appears was 
soon rejected as conditions in the cloud chambers are 
quite different in the atmosphere. 

In 1959 E Ney suggested that ions produced by CR 
might act as condensation centers for cloud droplets  
and could have an influence on climate.

R Dickinson postulated in detail a CR-aerosol-cloud 
mechanism to explain solar-climate variability in 1975.



A   Relevant features

A1  On Cosmic Rays (CR)

� Composition of primary component: protons (91%), alphas(6%), 
electrons (1%), nuclei, gammas

� … but fundamental interactions change the composition in the 
atmosphere, so muons dominate below 6 km

� Ground Level Enhancement (proton event or Forbush 
decrease)

� Solar cycle variations









A2 On Cloud Covers (CC)

• Composition of primary component: protons (91%), alphas 
(6%), electrons (1%), nuclei, gammas, … but fundamental
interactions change the composition in the atmosphere, so
muons dominate below 6 km

• Earth magnetic field deviates the less energetic CR (rigidity
cutoff in GV). Thus, intensity of CR varies with latitude and 
longitude.

A   Relevant features





A  Relevant features

A3 On Ionization (from Radon)



2 ion pairs/cm3 s 
at ground level

4 ion pairs/cm3 s 
at top of troposphere

A3 On Ionization (from Cosmic Rays)



Muons dominate at altitudes below 5-6 km



Globally longitudinally averaged, CR solar modulation gives
5% at equator and 50% at poles



B CR and Clouds
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On clouds

� three cloud level covers (from IR data only):

Low (LCC) < 3,2 km (mean height 2km)

Mid (MCC) (mean height 
4,5km)

High (HCC) > 6,4 km (mean height 10,5km)

early ISCCP data critizised

� LCC has a net cooling effect

� Observed variations of LCC are about 1,7% absolute 
(1W/m2 of Earth's rad. budget)

� Two potential mechanisms (others may appear):

clean air (IMN) and near thunderstorm





Near thunderstorm mechanism or electroscavenging

CR shower > 1014eV (solar modulated CR <10 GeV)





Clean air mechanism or ions mediated nucleation (IMN)

There are many variations in ion concentration both temporarily and
spatially which have no LCC association (diurnal, seasonal,...)



B1  Revival of an old idea

� Ney (1959) and Dickinson(1975) suggested a role of ions

� Svensmark & Friis-Christensen JATP 1997 (SFC)

mixture of 1984-1990,5 TCC             CR nm data correlate (fig)

First sentence of discussion: « The results indicate that there is a 
direct connection between cloudiness and the intensity of CR. »

� Marsh & Svensmark Ph.Rev.Let. 2000  LCC replaces TCC

� Pallé & Butler AG 2000 were more careful (fig)

� Reactions: Kernthaler et al G.Rev.Let.1999 ; Laut JATP 2003:

« correlations were obtained by incorrect handling of physical data »

� P.B.&O'Brien JATP 2004 used a model of CR ionization at 
altitudes of 2-7,5-10,5 km. They conclude that the correlation 
disappears after 1991 (non significant 1984-2001) (fig)





B2 CR people doubts of causal connection

� Common oscillations of 4 quantities: global mean temperature -
mean daily SSN -CR ionisation rate -Solar irradiance

� Several papers describe the search to corroborate the causal 
connection:

Sloan & Wolfendale Env.Res.Let.2008 using the same data 
ISCCP-D2 : neither amplitude variations with VRCO nor the 
arrival times corroborate the causal connection. Three very
large GLE for several hours show no clouds anomaly. (fig)

Erlykin, Gyalai, Kudela, Sloan & Wolfendale JATP 2009 failed to 
find any evidence for the role for ions in enhancing the 
probability of cloud droplet formation at least in the lower
atmosphere (< 3,2km)





B2  CR people doubts of causal connection

a) looking for correlation of LCC with regions of high radon 
concentration in India they find no more cloud cover (eff25%)

b) What about nuclear bomb tests in the atmosphere? Analysing 
the data of Bravo test 15 Mt 1954 where the radiation level 
produce 5 107 ion pairs/cm3 (7 orders of mag. higher than CR) 
there were no effect on CC so the efficiency for conversion of 
ions to cloud droplets must be low (< 0,01 %)

c) In 1986, during the Chernobyl catastrophe, ionisation near 
Chernobyl was 15 times  (3 times in the fall out region) higher 
than CR. No significant effect on CC. (eff. < 3%)

d) Checking the correlation of LCC & CR as function of 
geomagnetic latitude or VRCO pts should follow the NM 
curve. Moreover to reproduce the 1984-1990 correlation with 
causal connection, the efficiency needed is 50%! (fig)





B3  CLOUD experiment at CERN

� Scientific goals (2006)

� Requirements (2009)

� Typical run (2011)

� First results (2011)















Outcome  of the CLOUD experiment

� The most likely nucleating vapors(sulphuric acid and ammonia) 
cannot account for the nucleation observed in the lower 
atmosphere (1/10 – 1/1000 of the rate observed) 

� There are other agent(s) for nucleation

� Natural rates of atmosphjeric ionization from CR substantially 
enhance nucleation in the cool temperature of the mid-
troposphere (5 km) and above

� However, it is premature to conclude that CR have a significant 
influence on clouds and climate

� So far, CLOUD has only measured the formation rate of 
aerosols of a few nanometre size range, which is far too small 
to seed clouds.



C Conclusions

� Correlation does not mean causality!

� LCC are not globaly correlated with CR

� CR ionization may be important for 
thunderstorm and/or global electric circuit

� As solar irradiance brings 108 more energy than 
CR and correlated better than CR with LCC, 
why not study his effect

� Laboratory investigations of physical 
mechanisms are of crucial importance.


